MODES of the MOMENT in PARIS
New Creations by Molyneux Reveal Sumptuous Tendencies in French Design
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SAPPHIRE BLUE VELVET trimmed with bleached monkey fur forms the dazzling combination in this exquisite cloak.

A DANCE FROCK in silver tissue, with belt and drooping plumes in a beautiful tone of yellow. The jewels embroidered on the bodice are jade green.

A HOUSE GOWN in fuchsia red and purple, with a cloak of jade green and silver.

IN CLEVER DRAPING of tunic skirt and slender pointed train lies the elegance of the evening gown in black velvet and crepe de Chine, shown at the left. It is absolutely devoid of trimming.

"TRANSIENT SORROW" Molyneux calls this crepe de Chine creation with "little girl neck" and tragedy sleeves.

"FIRES OF AUTUMN" is the designer's name for the robe pictured at the right—a tunic of embroidered lace and soft satin underslip in rowan red, birch yellow and golden brown.